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Meeting
Panoramas, Mosaics
and More
by
William LaMartin
Wednesday, August 11, 2010

Meeting Preview: William LaMartin will demonstrate the
many things you can do with collections of digital images using
software – much of it free. Member Bob LaFave will lead the
usual Windows SIG meeting.

Editor’s Comments
By William LaMartin, Editor, Tampa PC Users Group
lamartin@tampabay.rr.com

T

his month I was very happy to get three members’
articles in addition to the minutes, so this is a diverse
newsletter. Also, this month I get to do the presentation,
and I think I have a topic you will find interesting. I will demonstrate the use of software, some of which is free, in the creating
of very large images, panoramas and mosaics.

6:30 PM
Pepin Distributing Co.
4121 N 50th Street
Tampa, Florida
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I have touched on these topics before but have done much more
since then. The final results of some of this work may be viewed
at my website, http://www.lamartin.com. Go there and click on
the Large Maps/Images button. On the Large Images and MulitLevel Maps page, my most recent work starts with the “180
Degree Panorama of Lake Okeechobee...”
I am most pleased with the Burgert Brothers Tampa Photos
Pivot Collection and the New Orleans French Quarter Mosaic.
Go to the site and browse around; then come to the meeting with
your questions.
Comments.........Continued on page 6

September Meeting: To be announced
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Minutes of the July Meeting
By Jim Purcell, Secretary, Tampa PC Users Group
Edward_J_P@MSN.com

B

ob LaFave started the Windows SIG Meeting
at 6:30 PM. He discussed a small company,
Centralists, that was purchased by Microsoft.
The company has produced a suite of utilities that are
useful and easy to use. Bob has discussed some of
these utilities at previous meetings. At this meeting,
he discussed “Disk2vhd 1.61,” a utility that creates
VHD (Virtual Hard Disk, Microsoft’s Virtual Machine
disk format.) It can be downloaded at: http://technet.
microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/ee656415.aspx He
demonstrated how easily a Virtual Hard Drive can be
created by the program. He covered uses of the program in connection with virtual PC programs that are
available to you within Vista and Windows 7. Bob
mentioned that there is a new free download from
Acronis called Drive Monitor that has several useful
functions. The SIG program ended at 7:00 PM.
Blain Barton of Microsoft began his presentation
began at 7:05 PM. He mentioned that he had favorable
results with the Microsoft antivirus program, “Microsoft Security Essentials,” which is a free download.
He discussed the things that you should consider when
loading a new antivirus program. Blain suggested that
you use the Microsoft Fix it Solution Center, http://
support.microsoft.com/fixit#tab0, if you are having
problems with one of their products. Blain discussed
the differences, features, costs and functionality of Microsoft Office XP, 2003, 2007 and 2010. He explained
how to best use the trial versions of Office to get the
product that you really need. There was a discussion
of the “Cloud” versions of Office and the components
and capabilities of the programs that are currently included in the Cloud version. Blain explained some of
the advantages of using the cloud programs and how
you should weigh these against the power and versatility of the traditional Office programs. He installed Office 2010 and explained the choices that you encounter
during the installation. He discussed “PC Decrapifier,”
a free program that removes unwanted preinstalled
software from Windows XP and Vista machines. He
recommended that you use the tools that he discussed
Minutes.........Continued on page 7
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navigate to another
part of the menu
you have to close
By Merle Nicholson, Tampa PC Users Group
out the last expanmerle@merlenicholson.com
sion. (Or let go
and start all over
stacks is just what I was looking for. It’s a proagain). Then you
gram that gives me Start Menus just like I want
have to be conthem for Windows 7 and Vista. I’m not running
a copy of Vista any more, thanks very much, but it was cerned with the
menu growing verin Vista that Microsoft decided to change the way the
tically beyond its
Start Menu “All Programs” items display. It used to
be “horizontally cascading.” Each level of menu depth capability to show
appeared to the right, so you could never lose sight of the whole menu.
As each level gets
the whole menu or how you got there.
a little wider, often
important items
Now, Vista and Windows 7 expand the menu vertiare pushed off the
cally. When it is expanded, it stays expanded, so to

Alastra Software

7

menu. What were they thinking?
I’ve been looking for more than a year
for the right kind of modification from
someone who will agree with me that
Win 7 “Start Menu,” “All Programs”
just sucks. Finally it’s happened in the
form of 7stacks, and I couldn’t be more
pleased with the outcome.
Now this program is far from perfect. It’s
actually flawed pretty badly. But, for the
specific purpose of providing horizontally cascading menus, it works perfectly as
long as you do it right. The Alastra website does make one mention of cascading menus and shows two screenshots.
But I think their real emphasis on its
use is “The Stack” (left) and “The Grid”
(above), each with titles or not.
At http://www.alastria.com/index.
php?p=software-7s, the website points
out that it’s filling a need to have a menu
like the Mac provides called the Stack.
While I’m not really disagreeing on the
need for Mac-like stacks, their implementation of this is well … ugly. The text
can be white (on a border of black) or
Alastra.........Continued on page 4
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Alastra........Continued from page 3

black (on a border of white). There are no other choices. The text is hard to read. And, most importantly, if
there is more than one level, they don’t cascade. Also,
they don’t adjust to accommodate the length of the
icon’s name. I almost uninstalled it within 10 minutes
of installing. I’ll concede there may be a use for this,
but not for me.
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I have to remember to add and delete shortcuts in the
folders as I install/uninstall programs. But for finding
a program quickly, I haven’t found a better way.
Shown in the last picture is the 7stack editor. It’s
pretty simple. Notice that there is a button, “Edit this
stack’s shortcut.” You MUST use this button to save
your work, or you can’t recover any previous work.
Then you have to start all over again.

I now have three different menus that have the content
and behavior I’m looking for. Each of them is an icon
on the taskbar. The first two are the first two items
(icons) on the taskbar containing programs, and the
third is the collection of Office programs (on previous
page).
The second icon on the taskbar points to the system
“Start Menu” directory. This is so that, as I install
new programs or uninstall, this cascading menu needs
no maintenance. It directly mimics the system Start
Menu, except, as you can see, it is horizontally cascading. There’s a technical tip at the end of the article
if you decide to try it out.
The next menu (below) is my Office applications.
Here, I’ve set its shortcut to a folder inside the system
“Start Menu” to “Microsoft Office,” and it gives me
Office in a three-tier cascading menu. Notice it arranges a total of 21 items.

The third stack I created is the first icon on my taskbar. I created this one from scratch by creating a folder
in My Documents and dropping a shortcut to all the
programs I use the most. I tried to minimize the subfolders, but to get everything I needed I had to put ten
folders. The folders, of course, just create a cascading
menu. This menu is a little harder to maintain because

One thing that does not show up on the editor is a
button next to the text bar, “Folder to use for stack.”
There is a button that normally shows up labeled “SF”
for “Special Folder.” A Special Folder can be a folder
that has its contents in more than one location. The
“Start Menu” is one of those. There is the Start Menu
folder stored under the User Name directory, but there
is also one under the All Users directory. What you
see in the actual Start Menu is a combination of all of
them, with any duplications eliminated. Before I discovered what that button was for, I’d already unnecessarily moved all the shortcuts in my User Name folder
to the All Users folder.
One disadvantage to using this as a substitute for the
standard menu is that you lose the Recent Documents
that is provided you in native Win 7. For myself I
rarely use them, but, when I do, it’s because I’ve failed
to find the file, making the Recent Documents (to me)
very important a very few times.
All-in-all, despite the flaws, I really like this little program. And the price is right – free or a donation. 
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Internet Picture of the Month

The Waves
From http://www.flickr.com/, the exact URL being http://www.flickr.com/photos/picture_
taking__fool/115862664/, we have this quite stunning landscape image by Jeremy Stumph.
“The Waves is part of the Vermilion Cliffs National Monument, which is west of Page, AZ off
US Rt 89. The whole area is made up of bizarre rock formations. This particular location, Coyote’s Butte, is the most special and majestic.”

August’s Interesting World Wide Web Locations
Tampa PC Users Group (that’s us)
Development for Beginners from Microsoft
Federal State Local Public Spending
HubbleSite - Tonight’s Sky
80s Movies

http://www.tpcug.org/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/beginner/default.aspx
http://www.usgovernmentspending.com/
http://hubblesite.org/fun_.and._games/tonights_sky/
http://www.fast-rewind.com/index.html
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What is Google Voice?
By Roger Waters, Tampa PC Users Group
rvwaters@hotmail.com

I

was curious about Google Voice, so I signed up
for it when it became available. Google Voice
allows you to choose an available number that
can be tied to any phone. Calls to the Google number
can be used to ring one or more phones. This allows
you control over your phone calls. It offers a host of
features at no charge.
Let's start at the beginning. Google Voice was originally called GrandCentral and was established in
2005. Google bought GrandCentral for $95 million
on July 2, 2007. Google launched Google Voice on
March 11, 2009. Google then acquired Gizmo for $30
million on November 12, 2009. Google Voice was
only available by invitation when it was first launched.
It then moved to being available to anyone with a
Gmail account.
Google Voice allows you to pick a number in your, or
a different, area code. Depending on available numbers, you can choose vanity numbers (ones that spell
names). If you own a business and wanted a number
within another area code, you could look like you
were in another city. I chose a number within 813-421
and matched the last four of my home number. This
made it easy for me to remember.
Google allows you to set up different greetings for
voice mail based on who is calling you. You can set
up one voice mail for business and another for friends
and family. You can review your messages with your
phone, or they are translated as an e-mail and sent to
your Gmail account. It will try to convert the message
to text for reading or allow you to play the message
from Gmail. You can send voice mails to others via
Gmail.
Google Voice allows you to designate how a call is
handled at different times of the day or on different
days of the week.
Google Voice allows you to block calls or do call
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screening. You can request callers to say their name,
and the call will come to you as a call from the name
given. You can elect to answer the call, or let the call
go to voice mail. You can also elect to have it go to
voice mail and listen to the message being left. If you
want to take the call, you can barge in on voice mail
and take the call.
Google Voice allows for conference calling by having
people call you and then you add them one at a time to
a conference.
Google Voice allows you to make free calls to anyone
in the US and Canada. You dial your Google Voice
number from your phone and then dial 2 to input the
number you want to call. International calling is available with charges from $.02 to $.06 per minute.
I personally do not text, but Google Voice allows you
to text message anyone. You can receive Short Message Service (SMS) text messages on your Google
number when it is sent to your cell phone.
Google Voice can be a useful tool to screen calls but
may come at a price for privacy. I know William
LaMartin is concerned about Google and the data they
collect. Using this service would allow them to know
whom you call and who is calling you.
As a postscript, I believe that Verizon FIOS will offer
what they are calling Digital Voice, which will offer
some of the same features as Google Voice. I think
others might also offer some of these features in the
future. 

Comments........Continued from page 1

And don’t forget to do your Amazon.com ordering
from the link on the TPCUG web site. We receive our
payment two months after the month in question. We
did quite will for April but received only a few dollars
for May purchases. 
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Special Interest Groups

Windows SIG

Visual Basic .Net SIG (and sometimes Access SIG)

This SIG occupies the first 30 minutes of our
monthly, regular meeting and is devoted to a general
Windows and computing discussion. Member Bob
LaFave moderates the discussion.

This SIG meets the third Wednesday of the month
at 6:30 PM. For information, contact Editor William
LaMartin at lamartin@tampabay.rr.com.

Sound Forge Audio Studio

Sound Forge Audio Studio. It was just over $50, so
for another $20 I bought a USB mike, too. The total
investment was about $30 less than the supposedly
By Robert Davis, Tampa PC Users Group
better program. After getting through the LONG actiRobDavis7@verizon.net
vation code, the stuff performed just fine. I was able
to record, see the sound levels and save the tunes or
ast month I decided to buy a program that
songs where I wanted without a problem. There are
would record music that I create. As a third
career, I am performing Early Country Western also several file types you can use when saving, and
I chose .wav for my files. The good part is that when
music at various places and writing songs as well. I
used to use a hand-held digital recorder to record tunes I play back the tunes with MS Media Player, I can
slide back to any point and replay just what I want.
I would come up with, as well as songs I wanted to
learn to play. This worked fine until I got a lot of stuff Additionally, all the songs and tunes now have individual names, so it is easy to find what I look for. The
on the recorder. I had a hard time finding those tunes
and songs mixed in with everything else. Even when I Audio Studio is a relatively simple program in that it
put them in separate folders (the recorder has four dif- only has two tracks as far as I can determine, so you
ferent folders), it was hard finding a particular tune or couldn’t have multiple tracks like a real studio would.
It does have many complex features for editing and
song. Additionally, if I wanted to repeat just a certain
part of a song for some reason, I would have to go back mixing stuff; however, for just getting the basic songs
recorded and keeping track of them, it is very easy to
to the beginning and start over.
understand and operate. 
Both my desktop PCs are still running XP, and the
recorder program that comes with XP only records for
a max of one minute. My laptop with VISTA came with
Minutes........Continued from page 2
something that will record OK, but I wanted to record
stuff on the desktop. And so the adventure began. At
to determine if the increased capabilities provided
first I bought something called Pro Tools from Best
in the Office upgrade that you are considering will
Buy’s music center. It came with a little box to plug
be worth the price of the upgrade to you. Blain’s
in a mike and/or a guitar to record via USB port. It
presentation ended at 8:25 PM.
costs about $100. This seemed to be a good solution
since I already have a good microphone. However, the John Witmer, our president, began the business
program was not user friendly at all in my opinion.
portion of the meeting at 8:30 PM. He thanked
It had no level indicators that I could find to monitor
Blain Barton for supporting our group by providthe sound level, and I was unable to change the way it ing us relevant and timely presentations on new
saved stuff to a file. It always would create a new sub- Microsoft products. Discussion of future programs
directory for each file. After two frustrating days with for August and beyond was had with the members.
this, I returned it and got my money back.
It was agreed with William LaMartin that he would

L

Next I went to CompUSA and bought a program called

be our presenter for the month of August, with
Minutes..........Continued on page 8

Tampa PC Users Group, Inc.
P. O. Box 3492
Tampa, FL 33601-3492

First Class Mail

Member: Your membership is up for renewal

Hillsborough Ave

56th Street

topic details to be worked out. A September presentation has yet to be determined, but includes the possibility of a presentation on using Excel 2007, or possibly having a presenter from the Hillsborough County
Public Library system to inform us of what special
services are available online with the Library. Steve
Singer will give his annual update of the latest hardware innovations at our October meeting. We have a
couple pending prospects for the November meeting,
but nothing has yet been finalized. In December, we
will have our annual Holiday Party get-together. The
meeting ended at 8:40 PM. 
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